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TITLE: A Song of Perspective 

TEXT: Psalm 127 

EMPHASIS: Apart from God, our efforts are useless. 

 

INTRODUCTION: 
As we continue on our adventure through the psalms, our trailhead this morning is Psalm 127. 

While this trail is short, it is nonetheless treacherous. Sometimes the shortest segments of the 

trail are the most epic and the most perilous. The beauty of this trail is how every step reminds 

us of our complete dependence upon God. The danger we encounter on this trail lies in our 

familiarity with it. It’s a short trail. We know this trail. We navigate this trail daily and begin to miss 

its beautiful reminder of our complete dependence upon God. The daily grind of this familiar trail 

can find us living in a numbing independence from God.  

 

 

OUTLINE: 
Checkpoint 1: Unless God Builds the House (v1-2) 

 

Checkpoint 2: Unless God Builds the Home (v3-5) 

 

TRAVERSING THROUGH THE CROSS 
This psalm celebrates the blessings of a nation who keeps covenant with their God (Leviticus 

26 and Deuteronomy 27, 28). But even under the vassal treaty of the Old Covenant, dependence 

was at the heart of this covenant relationship. The “doing” was always a consequence of 

believing, however, since the garden our inclination is toward independence from God rather 

than dependence on God.  

 

As we consider the gospel, Ephesians 2:1-10 is a simple reminder of what we have in the person 

and work of Jesus. Unless God shows up to demonstrate his mercy, grace, and love we would 

still be dead in our trespasses and sin. Unless God does the saving, all our effort of self-rescue 

is useless. Unless God secures us as his inheritance, we have no part in the immeasurable 

riches of Christ. The emphasis of Psalm 127 is clearly on display in the gospel – apart from God, 

our efforts are useless.  

 

 

TRAVERSING THE TRAIL 
As we navigate the familiar trails of everyday life, we need the continual reminder of Psalm 127 

that unless God does all the heavy lifting our efforts amount to nothing. This psalm invites us to 

sing of the provision of God and our dependence upon him alone. This psalm puts the daily grind 

of trail-life into perspective by pointing us to True North – Jesus.  

 


